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Summary information

Repository: York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
Title: Robert J. Drummond fonds
ID: F0587
Date: 1962-2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 0.7 m of textual records
13 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm and 17.5 x 12.5 cm

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note
Robert Johnston Drummond was born in Toronto, Ontario in 1945 and earned his BA at York University in 1968, followed by an MA and PhD at Northwestern University (Illinois) in 1968 and 1975 respectively. Starting in 1968 as a research assistant, Drummond has progressed up the academic ladder in his career at York to the rank of University Professor in 2009, as well as having served in a variety of administrative positions within his home faculty including Chair of the Department of Political Science (1986-88), Associate Dean of the Faculty of Arts (1988-93), Acting Dean of the Faculty of Arts (1993-94), Associate Director for the Centre for Research on Work and Society (1999-2001), and Dean of the Faculty of Arts (2001-2009). In addition, Drummond has served in various pan-university capacities including as Chair of Senate (2000-2001), and with the York University Faculty Association (YUFA) in various roles, in particular with committees concerned with pay equity, retirement and pension issues. Drummond's writing reflects his teaching interests in the Canadian government, Ontario politics, the politics of aging, public policy and research methods.

Scope and content

Fonds consists of Drummond's course notes as a student in Canadian political science including his doctoral thesis; various draft papers and chapter contributions, especially his work on several editions of The Government and Politics of Ontario; records pertaining to Drummond's work on the Task Force on Liberal Arts Education; documentation regarding a conference and festshrift honouring the first Chair of the Department of Political Science Douglas Verney, including proposed papers (the festshrift was not completed); records documenting Drummond's YUFA activities, particularly with regard to retirement and pension issues; conference papers and lecture notes; correspondence pertaining to his work and achievements at York University; and photographs of Drummond taken at York University events. It also includes copies of Drummond's poetic writings pertaining to Robert Burns' dinners, odes to York faculty and staff, and essays and memorabilia from his days as an undergraduate student at York.
Notes

Title notes

Immediate source of acquisition

Donated by Prof. Drummond in 2010, 2012 and 2014.

Restrictions on access

No restrictions on access.

Accruals

The fonds comprises the following accessions: 2010-059, 2012-027, 2014-043. Further accruals are expected.

Other notes

- **Publication status**: Draft
- **Level of detail**: Full
- **Status description**: Final

Access points

- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

Collection holdings

**Accession: 2010-059 - Accession 2010-059**

- **Title**: Accession 2010-059
- **ID**: 2010-059
- **Date**: 1967-2010 (date of creation)
- **Physical description**: 0.5 m of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/001(01) - Political Science 403 - Canadian politics

Title: Political Science 403 - Canadian politics
ID: 2010-059/001(01)
Date: 1967 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 4

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/001(02) - Political Science 403 - Canadian politics

Title: Political Science 403 - Canadian politics
ID: 2010-059/001(02)
Date: 1967 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 4

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2010-059/001(03) - Political Science 403 - Canadian politics

Title: Political Science 403 - Canadian politics
ID: 2010-059/001(03)
Date: 1967 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 4

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/001(04) - Political Science 403 - Canadian politics

Title: Political Science 403 - Canadian politics
ID: 2010-059/001(04)
Date: 1967 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
4 of 4

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/001(05) - Thesis

Title: Thesis
ID: 2010-059/001(05)
Date: 1970-1975 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 3

Publication status:

Draft

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/001(06) - Thesis

Title: Thesis

ID: 2010-059/001(06)

Date: 1970-1975 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:

Draft

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/001(07) - Thesis

Title: Thesis

ID: 2010-059/001(07)

Date: 1970-1975 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:

Title: MacDonald 1st ed. [The government and politics of Ontario] : Voting behaviour - the blueing of Ontario
ID: 2010-059/002(01)
Date: 1970-1975 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(02) - Dancing in the dark on a moving floor - voting in MacDonald 3rd edition

Title: Dancing in the dark on a moving floor - voting in MacDonald 3rd edition
ID: 2010-059/002(02)
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: [Government and politics of Ontario] 4th edition
ID: 2010-059/002(03)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(04) - Ontario voting (Govt. and politics of Ontario 5th edition)

Title: Ontario voting (Govt. and politics of Ontario 5th edition)
ID: 2010-059/002(04)
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(05) - Ontario - political identity for Mandel and Taras reader

Title: Ontario - political identity for Mandel and Taras reader
ID: 2010-059/002(05)
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(06) - [article regarding part-time work in Canada]

Title: [article regarding part-time work in Canada]
ID: 2010-059/002(06)
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Old man Ontario - Leslie M. Frost [book review]
ID: 2010-059/002(07)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(08) - Re. La Selva on mandatory retirement [commentary by R.D.]
Title: Re. La Selva on mandatory retirement [commentary by R.D.]
ID: 2010-059/002(08)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2010-059/002(09) - Employment and Canadian federation for Warme and Lundy reader

Title: Employment and Canadian federation for Warme and Lundy reader
ID: 2010-059/002(09)
Date: [ca. 1990] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(10) - Political science 501B (Full) - Edward Latchman

Title: Political science 501B (Full) - Edward Latchman
ID: 2010-059/002(10)
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(11) - CICB [Criminal Injuries Compensation Board] contract

Title: CICB [Criminal Injuries Compensation Board] contract
ID: 2010-059/002(11)
Date: [ca. 1975-1978] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(12) - CICB project -- coding forms - E.F. Latchman

Title: CICB project -- coding forms - E.F. Latchman
ID: 2010-059/002(12)
Date: [ca. 1977-1978] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(13) - Ethnic exclusivity and Canadian immigration policy

Title: Ethnic exclusivity and Canadian immigration policy
ID: 2010-059/002(13)
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(14) - Nationalism and ethnic demands - some speculations on a congenial note

Title: Nationalism and ethnic demands - some speculations on a congenial note
ID: 2010-059/002(14)
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(15) - [draft of Canada - a political perspective]

Title: [draft of Canada - a political perspective]
ID: 2010-059/002(15)
Date: [ca. 1977] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(16) - Canada - A political perspective : project for Canadian embassy in U.S.

Title: Canada - A political perspective : project for Canadian embassy in U.S.
ID: 2010-059/002(16)
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/002(17) - 'Liberals fall from a small swing' Canadian Forum

Title: 'Liberals fall from a small swing' Canadian Forum
ID: 2010-059/002(17)
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Draft

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Ontario-Quebec conference YORK - ENAP [Ontario budget speeches 1960 - 1980]
ID: 2010-059/002(18)
Date: 1981-1983 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Draft

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/003(01) - Local spending and vote share (by R. Drummond and R. MacDermid)

Title: Local spending and vote share (by R. Drummond and R. MacDermid)
ID: 2010-059/003(01)
Date: [ca. 1997] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
  1 of 2

Publication status:
  Draft

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2010-059/003(02) - Local spending and vote share (by R. Drummond and R. MacDermid)

Title: Local spending and vote share (by R. Drummond and R. MacDermid
ID: 2010-059/003(02)
Date: [ca. 1997] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/003(03) - Verney conference and festschrift papers

Title: Verney conference and festschrift papers
ID: 2010-059/003(03)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/003(04) - Verney conference and festschrift papers

Title: Verney conference and festschrift papers
ID: 2010-059/003(04)
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-059/004(01) - Verney conference : planning, correspondence**

Title: Verney conference : planning, correspondence  
**ID:** 2010-059/004(01)  
**Date:** 1995-1997 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Note [generalNote]:**  
1 of 2

**Publication status:**  
Draft

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-059/004(02) - Verney conference : planning, correspondence**

Title: Verney conference : planning, correspondence  
**ID:** 2010-059/004(02)  
**Date:** 1995-1997 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Note [generalNote]:**  
2 of 2

**Publication status:**  
Draft

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-059/004(03) - Verney conference : planning, correspondence**

Title: Verney conference : planning, correspondence
File: 2010-059/004(04) - Verney conference: planning, correspondence

Title: Verney conference: planning, correspondence
ID: 2010-059/004(04)
Date: 1991-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/004(05) - Joint committee on flexible retirement

Title: Joint committee on flexible retirement
ID: 2010-059/004(05)
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 3
Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/004(06) - Joint committee on flexible retirement

Title: Joint committee on flexible retirement
ID: 2010-059/004(06)
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/004(07) - Joint committee on flexible retirement

Title: Joint committee on flexible retirement
ID: 2010-059/004(07)
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2010-059/005(01) - AUPC [All university committee on pensions] - background

Title: AUPC [All university committee on pensions] - background
ID: 2010-059/005(01)
Date: 1985-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/005(02) - AUPC - background

Title: AUPC - background
ID: 2010-059/005(02)
Date: 1985-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/005(03) - AUPC - background

Title: AUPC - background
ID: 2010-059/005(03)
Date: 1985-1990 (date of creation)
File: 2010-059/005(04) - Article 14 - YUFA agreement - retirement at York

Title: Article 14 - YUFA agreement - retirement at York
ID: 2010-059/005(04)
Date: 1994-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-059/005(05) - Task force on liberal arts education

Title: Task force on liberal arts education
ID: 2010-059/005(05)
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
### File: 2010-059/005(06) - Task force on liberal arts education

**Title:** Task force on liberal arts education  
**ID:** 2010-059/005(06)  
**Date:** 1990-1991 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Draft

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

### Accession: 2012-027 - Accession 2012-027

**Title:** Accession 2012-027  
**ID:** 2012-027  
**Date:** 1963, [ca.1990-2011] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**  
Accession consists of copies of Drummond's poetic writings pertaining to Robert Burns' dinners, odes to York faculty and staff, and memorabilia from his days as an undergraduate student at York.

**Physical description:** 0.015 m of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Draft

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

### File: 2012-027/001(01) - Poetic tributes written by RJD

**Title:** Poetic tributes written by RJD  
**ID:** 2012-027/001(01)  
**Date:** [ca. 1990-2011] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
File: 2012-027/001(02) - Convocation for the Admission of Undergraduates into the University

Title: Convocation for the Admission of Undergraduates into the University
ID: 2012-027/001(02)
Date: 24 Sept. 1963 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2012-027/001(03) - York memorabilia

Title: York memorabilia
ID: 2012-027/001(03)
Date: [ca. 1963] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Accession: 2014-043 - Accession 2014-043

Title: Accession 2014-043
ID: 2014-043
Date: 1962-2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Records in this accession mainly pertain to Robert Drummond’s administrative and academic work as a professor of Political Science and Dean of York University’s Faculty of Arts. Also included are files documenting his early academic work in high school and university. Records include essays and articles, correspondence, photographs, memoranda, reports, course materials and lecture notes.

**Physical description:** 0.19 m of textual records
13 photographs: col.; 10 x 15 cm and 17.5 x 12.5 cm

**Publication status:**
Draft

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2014-043/001(01) - High school and university correspondence pertaining to grades, bursaries and scholarships for R.J.D.**

**Title:** High school and university correspondence pertaining to grades, bursaries and scholarships for R.J.D.

**ID:** 2014-043/001(01)

**Date:** 1962-1964 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Draft

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2014-043/001(02) - Undergraduate essays as a York student**

**Title:** Undergraduate essays as a York student

**ID:** 2014-043/001(02)

**Date:** 1964-1968 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
File: 2014-043/001(03) - Essay and paper as a graduate student at Northwestern

Title: Essay and paper as a graduate student at Northwestern

ID: 2014-043/001(03)

Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Draft

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Code book for study of Ontario political culture conducted in 1968

ID: 2014-043/001(04)

Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Draft

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: 2014-043/001(05) - Multivariate analysis of party choice in Ontario: conference paper

Title: Multivariate analysis of party choice in Ontario: conference paper

ID: 2014-043/001(05)

Date: June 1970 (date of creation)
Item: 2014-043/001(06) - Fluctuations in government popularity: electoral cycles: conference paper

Title: Fluctuations in government popularity: electoral cycles: conference paper
ID: 2014-043/001(06)
Date: June 1975 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2014-043/001(07) - Project #202: Ontario provincial election study: questionnaire

Title: Project #202: Ontario provincial election study: questionnaire
ID: 2014-043/001(07)
Date: June 1977 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: 2014-043/001(08) - Preliminary results of the 1977 Ontario election study: conference paper

Title: Preliminary results of the 1977 Ontario election study: conference paper
ID: 2014-043/001(08)
Date: May 1978 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2014-043/001(09) - Mass media use and perceptions of legislators among Ontario voters: conference paper

Title: Mass media use and perceptions of legislators among Ontario voters: conference paper
ID: 2014-043/001(09)
Date: Feb. 1979 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2014-043/001(10) - Party and leader images and media use in the 1977 Ontario election: conference paper

Title: Party and leader images and media use in the 1977 Ontario election: conference paper
ID: 2014-043/001(10)
Date: June 1979 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Item: 2014-043/001(11) - The mass media and the selection of national party leaders: some explorations: conference paper

Title: The mass media and the selection of national party leaders: some explorations: conference paper
ID: 2014-043/001(11)
Date: June 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2014-043/001(12) - [Professional] reorientation fellowship correspondence: sabbatical leave

Title: [Professional] reorientation fellowship correspondence: sabbatical leave
ID: 2014-043/001(12)
Date: 1982-1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Conference paper, San Diego: health policy issues in the ‘80s
ID: 2014-043/001(13)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2014-043/001(14) - International Journal of Canadian Studies and related correspondence

Title: International Journal of Canadian Studies and related correspondence
ID: 2014-043/001(14)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

Item: 2014-043/001(15) - CURA project : bridging the solitudes : conference paper

Title: CURA project : bridging the solitudes : conference paper
ID: 2014-043/001(15)
Date: Oct. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: 2014-043/001(16) - Lecture notes for presentation to visiting Chinese students

Title: Lecture notes for presentation to visiting Chinese students

ID: 2014-043/001(16)

Date: 2013 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Draft

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2014-043/001(17) - Course outline and lecture notes, AP/POLS 3175 3.0, Ontario Provincial Politics

Title: Course outline and lecture notes, AP/POLS 3175 3.0, Ontario Provincial Politics

ID: 2014-043/001(17)

Date: 2013-2014 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Draft

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2014-043/001(18) - E. Carl Smith book prize

Title: E. Carl Smith book prize

ID: 2014-043/001(18)

Date: 1970-1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Draft
File: 2014-043/001(19) - R.J. Drummond : personal file

Title: R.J. Drummond : personal file
ID: 2014-043/001(19)
Date: 1988-2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes photographs of Drummond along with Betty Sabiston, Hedi Bouraoui and David Shugarman.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
4 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status: Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2014-043/002(01) - Faculty of Arts documents : miscellaneous

Title: Faculty of Arts documents : miscellaneous
ID: 2014-043/002(01)
Date: 1967, 1976, 1990-1991 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of the following items: Faculty of Arts submission of briefs to the Commission of Goals and Priorities (Mar. 1976); Murray Ross’s address to the graduating class of 1967 (2 June 1967); a memorandum regarding a proposed Faculty of Arts foundation program (4 Jan. 1990); draft reports pertaining to the Liberal Arts Task Force/Working Group re: curriculum development (1990-1991).

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Draft
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2014-043/002(02) - University Professor award and retirement as Dean of the Faculty of Arts: speaking notes, program and correspondence

Title: University Professor award and retirement as Dean of the Faculty of Arts: speaking notes, program and correspondence

ID: 2014-043/002(02)

Date: 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Draft

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2014-043/002(03) - Correspondence and memoranda: career at York University

Title: Correspondence and memoranda: career at York University

ID: 2014-043/002(03)

Date: 1970-2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Draft

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2014-043/002(04) - Photographs of Robert Drummond and others

Title: Photographs of Robert Drummond and others

ID: 2014-043/002(04)

Date: 2003-2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of photographs taken of Robert Drummond at various York-related events, including his attendance at Israel and Golda Koschitzky Centre for Jewish Studies events, at the memorial lecture for Sol Tanenzapf, at a 2003 Book Prize ceremony, and at the 2004 Bruce Bryden Alumni Recognition Awards dinner. Also depicted are Isaac Sananes, Vicky Drummond, David Dewitt, Sid Eisen, Elaine Tanenzapf, Martin Lockshin, Michael Brown, Sara Horowitz, Julia Koschitzky, and Stan Shapson.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
9 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm and 17.5 x 12.5 cm

Publication status:
Draft

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)